When I started writing this article, the countdown said: ES 2010 in 17 days 0 hours 9 minutes, and 4 seconds.

Since September we (the team of four) have actively devoted ourselves to the Office ICT Test Project, draft of the project which we will have to implement in Lisbona. The project has progressed well, we gain some expertise in vast majority (if not all, we will see, depends on the final version of TP, which will be known not before as at the beginning of the competition) of the features. Basically the task is to set up the entire ICT system of fictive international corporation from functional and network design (IPv4, IPv6, NATv6, DHCPv6, security measures, OSPF & EIGRP routing, routing distribution, dynamic VLANs, network authentication with RADIUS, wifi etc.) to common business services (VPN, mail, DA, AD, DNS, DHCP, VoIP Asterisk, AAA, MDT, WSUS, SNMP Nagios, virtualization etc.) and company's portfolio, documentation maintenance, cost and time management etc.

Some photos of our preparations are available at our team member's blog.